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ABSTRACT 
The area described in this thesi s ts in southeastern Nor th Dakota at 
the southern end of a gently north-sloping basin formerly occupied by 
glacial Lake Agassiz . 
Geologic units in the area are as follows , from the oldest to most 
recent : Precambrian rocks; the Dakota Standstone; Cretaceous shales; 
older drift subdivided into lake deposits , buried outwash deposits and 
till and associated sand and gravel deposits; Mankato drift subdivided 
into Lake Agassiz deposits and till and associated sand and grave] deposits; 
and recent alluvium . 
The Dakota Sandstone, glacial drift , and the Sheyenne delta contain 
the major ground-water aqulfets. ftne-gratned unconsoliclated sand deposits 
within the Dakota Standstone yield water under hy~rostatic pressure. Small 
to copious amounts of water are recovered from glacial drift aquifers , de-
pending on the Jithologic and hydrologic characteristics of the associated 
sand and gravel deposits . Sandy units of the Sheyenne delta , a Lake 
Agass iz deposit , have high transmisslbt1lty and contain considerable amounts 
of easlly recoverable water In t ransient storage., 
Water from the Dakota Sandstone is highly mineralized and contains 
sufficient dissolved solids and other impurities to make it unsatisfactory 
for h\l'llan consumption and irrigation. Waters from the glacial dr:Jft 
aquifers are variable rn quality and generally undesirable for ordinary 
purposes . Water from the delt~ sands is generally suitable for all domes-
tic purposes . 
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INTRODUCT ION 
Location and Extent 
The thesis area is a part of the Western Young Drift section of the 
Central Lowland Prov ince of fenneman (1938, p . 559) and ts in the Reel 
River Valley area as designated by Simpson (1929, p. 4) , (fig. 1). 
It includes parts of Cass , Ransom, Sargent, and Richl~nd Counties 
in North Dakota frcrn T. . 129 N. through T. 143 N and R. 46 W. through 
R. 55 W. 
' 
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Figure 1-- Map showing physiographic provinces of North Dakota (from Si~pson, 1929) and location of the thesis area . 
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Physfogr!f!hlc ~eatur s 
The R tver Valley Is a broad flat glaeral tak plefn formerly 
oceupled by Lake Agassiz during the M nk to Subste99 of the Wfsconslnan 
Stage of the Plol.stocene Epoch . Its nearly featureless surface slopes 
dcMward to t e north about one and a half feet ~r ll• fn the r 
reaches; the rise from f ts axfs towards ho west fs appro . '<lal8tely four 
or five feet per llo. 
Surface deposits c:onsht a111C>St entirely f lake cl y llt. These 
surffcfal df!l)()Slts ra_,tge In thlc~s from 3 to 94 feet In he northern 
p rt of he area. In the southern part, how ,. th valley floor Is 
sllghtly frregular us the lake dep95lts are thin a the ralnf l 
surface of th und•rlyfng glaclal drift Is reflected on the surface. 
A significant rafne trend, across t rM In a northwest rly dlrec• 
tlon from the ¥1~1nlty of aflpeton (ff • 2). This rooratne, d lgnated the 
Seventh or Dovre Moraine by Upham (1896, p. 147) Is r In tly hfl ly 
wfth n rous lder, pothol • and 
from one half snlle to b«> miles . Klnor 
the 
lakes, end range5 In width 
re. lso present wl hln 
eaches, th Sh~onne delta, and fnor dratnage ways are the only other 
ffyln9 features on the lake plain. Tho rman eaehes r resent t 
hi t .stage of Lak Ag sslz. ~ham (1896. straet) concluded they aro 
more than 700 feet hr~r than the level of Lake Wfnnfpeg Into which the 
Red Iver presentfv drains. Nache; to the east of the Herman 
at lower elovatlons rk suc:ces$lfe lowerfng levels of "ke Agassiz. The 
beaches are variable In nature, being prominent In some ~eas and cc:,m-
ptetely tndft~ernlble ln otheF'$ . 
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In conjunction with the Herman stage of Lake Agassiz , a tremendous 
volume of meltwater from the Devils Lake victnity was discharging down the 
Sheyenne River Valley . Upon entering Lake Agassiz , the decrease in 
velocity caused depos.ition of the transported materials over a large area 
called the Sheyenne delta . This delta covers an drea of approximately 800 
square miles and has an average depth of 40 feet (Upham, 1896, p . 315) , 
(fig. 2). The material in the delta consists prlnctpally of sand and 
varying a!DOunts of clay and sflt . Sand fs at the surface over much of 
the delta and in places wfnd action has formed rugged dunes 25 to 100 feet 
high. 
The Red River , master stream fn the area, flows north as a part of the 
Hudson Bay drainage basin . Owing to its gentle gradient, the Red River ls 
one of the most sinuous rivers in the world on a plain in the early stage 
of youth . There are but few permanent tribut ries and these all flow in 
narrow shallow trenches with very winding courses . They, in turn, arc fed 
by small , shallow intermittent coulees. Major tributaries of the Red River 
in the area are the Bois de Sioux , Wild ice, Sheyenne, and Maple Rivers . 
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Previous Investigations 
The first investigation of the geology of the area was made by Upham 
(1896) in his report on Lake Agassiz . He also made a study of the ground-
water conditions of the Valley and adjacent areas , discussing the strata 
from which the water is obtained . His report contains several analyses ·of 
ground waters from different aquifers . 
Simpson (1929) made a general study of the geology and ground-water 
resources of Horth Dakota . His report Includes records of wells and 
chemical analyses of ,ater from a number of wells. 
Leverett (l~B2) restudied the Q.uaternary geology of the region, amending 
and extending t e ~ork of Upham. Abbott and Voedisch (1938) made an investi-
gation of municipal water. supplies in North Dakota , which included well 
descriptions and chemical analyses of ~Jells from the area. United States 
Geological Survey Water Suppl y Paper 1428 ( obinove, Langford , and Brookhart , 
1958) lists chemical analyses of saline wells in the area! 
Six ground-water. studies have been performed within the thesis area . 
These .1re u. ak . Ground-water Studies numbers 11, t3 . 14, 22 , 25 , and 28 . 
(See fig . 3 for locations of these areas with respect to the thesis area) . 
The authors and titles a re listed in the references. 
Ac know 1 edgmen ts 
The author is indebted to Dr . L. B. Gillett for allowing him to write 
on this subject of persona) interest . He is especially grateful to Mr . 
Edward Bradley and the staff of the U. S. Geological Survey , Ground Water 
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Fig ur e 3-- Map showi ng locati ons of North D9kota groun d-water studies in th e area. 
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GENERAL GEOLOGY AND OCCURRENCE OF GROUND WATER 
Stratigraphic Relationships 
Information concerning the stratigraphy In the southern Red Rfver Val Jey 
was obtajned for the most part fran test holes drflled In connection with 
the North Dakota ground-water studies in the area. The stratigraphic 
nomenclature conforms general ty with that established fn previous investf-
gations. 
The follo.#ing table is a stratigraphic section for the area : 
Table t .--Stratigraphic section in the thesis area . 
Cenozo f c era: 
· Quaternary system 
Recent epoch 
Recent alluvium 
Pleistocene eJ>9ch 
Wisconsin stage 
Mankato substage 
Lake Agassiz deposits 
Sheyenne delta 
Lacustr;ne clay and silt 
Till and associated sand and gravel 
deposits 
OJder drift 
Mesozoic era: 
Cretaceous system 
Upper Cretaceous series 
Cretaceous shales 
Dakota Sandstone 
Precamb r: i an : 
Archean age 
''G ran I te11 
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Bedrock 
11Granlte11 . -- Twenty test holes drilled In connection with North Dakota 
Ground Water Studies penetrated unaltered basement rocks. Little Is known 
of these rocks as they do not crop out In the area . Drfll cuttings Indicate 
a complex of crystalllne Igneous and metamorphic rocks , locally termed 
"granite". ''Granite" was encountered 115 feet below the surface In the 
Fargo•Koorhead area and at 550 feet In the Wyndmere area. Other test holes 
showed variations between these two limits. The average depth of the twenty 
test holes fs 274 feet . 
A zone of decO!TIPosltlon generally exists at the surface of the "granite" . 
In the Fairmount area , this zone was absent where Cretaceous rocks were 
absent , but fn the Wyndmere area, 125 feet of decomposed granite was pene-
trated . The material fs usually a reddish-brown, greenish-gray , or whfte , 
greasy-feeling clay . A sample from a U.S. Geological Survey test hole in 
the Fairmount area was examined by means of an electron microscope and was 
found to consist mainly of kaolin-group clay minerals with traces of quartz 
and feldspar . 
The decomposed "granite" grades Into the fresh , unaltered "granite" , 
which extends downward to unknown depths. Test hole L 9 In the Fargo-
Moorhead area (Byers , Wenzel , laird , and Dennis, 1946, p. 68) encountered 
"granite" at 475 feet and continued another 1426 feet Into It . Smalt 
quantities of water were found at depths of 800, 950, 1200 and 1700 feet. 
In generel, the surface of the "granite" Is closest to land surface In 
the southeastern part of the area. (159 feet below the surface In the 
Fairmount area . ) From here the "granite" surface slopes gen~ra11y downward 
to the north and west and Cretaceous sediments may be found overlying It . 
However , local protuberances of the "granite" fom 11 lslani::ls" In the sediments 
(115 feet below the surface In the Fargo- Moorhead area) and the Cretaceous 
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sediments again are found to be absent. 
The decomposed and unaltered "granite" are not considered as aquifers 
tn the area and Jt Is doubtful If water supplies of any importance could 
be deve1opea In them. 
Upham (1896) considered this "granite" to be of Archean age as stmtlar 
rocks of Archean age crop out tn Minnesota . 
Dakota Sandstone .-- Unconformably overlyJng the "granite", at least 
In t he western part of the area, a re marine strata of Cretaceous age 
which are he11eved to be an eastward extension of the Dakota Sandstone. 
Whether or not these strata are true Dakota Sandstone has not been 
deffnltely established • . It Is possible they may be correlatfve with the 
Fall River Sandstone , which occurs in the Black Hffls (Paulson , 1953) or 
they may have a gradatfonal contact or represent a facles change with the 
overlyfng Cretaceous shales . The term Dakota Sandstone will be used tn 
thfs thesis for lack ot Information to the contrary. The reader Is 
referred to the cor relative resea r~h performed by Hansen (1955) In regard 
to the lower Cretaceous sediments of North Dakota . 
The thickness of the Dakota Sandstone, where penetrated by test drll1 -
1ng, ranges from a few feet to 49 feet In the Fai rmount a rea . tn the one 
test Hole fn t he Hunter area , which was drl I led to a depth eufflclent to 
fntercept ft , only ll feet were present . 
Cross-sections (fig . 4) lndfcate the Dakota Sandstone terminates near 
the western boundary of the Red River Valley . However, the deeper wells 
throughout the entire thesis area contain water that Is rather uniform In 
character and mineral concent rat ion and similar to water that ts known to 
come from the Dakota Sandstone far.ther west. This can be att r ibuted to 
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one of two possibilities . Either these are outliers of the Dakota Sand-
stone extending eastward into Minnesota or else the sands yfeldtng the 
water are Dakota .Sands tone wh f ch has been reworked or mod t f I ed by pre-
g 1 ac i al and (or) glacial erosion and are now perhaps hydrologlcal1y 
connectea to the Dakota Sandstone. fhe absence of the decomposition 
zone of the "granite" in places strongly supports the erosfonal theory . 
The Dakota Sandstone consists largely of fine-grafned grayish-white 
to buff , well-rounded , unconsolidated sand. The sand Is generally lnter-
stratffled wlth clay or shale and coarse sand, gravel and I Ignite or 
other carbonaceous material are frequently found at the base . 
The Dakota Sandstone appears to be one of the most utilized aquifers 
In the thesfs area . App'roxlmately 40 per cent of the wells Inventoried 
In connection with the ground-water studies are reported to have ended In 
thfs formation . iThe wells generally range In depth from 200 to 500 feet , 
and are u'sually drflled or Jetted . Many are equipped with screens to 
prevent the pumptng up of the ffne water-bearing sands . 
little quantitative Information Is av911able concerning the per-
meability of the sands or the yields ttiat may be expected from them. The 
transmissfbfllty , however , appears to be quite low and therefore the head 
wi Jl have a drawdown over a cons I derable area when a well fs being pumped . 
The Dakota Sandstone underlies most of the Great Plains and crops out 
fn the foothills of the Rocky Hountatns In Kontana and Wyom(n~ and In the 
Black Hills of South Dakota. Because of the difference between the 
relatively high areas of recharge and the altftude of the Dakota Sand• 
stone tn tne Red River Valley , the water fs under hydrostatic pressure . 
The artesian conditions are prevalent in the Dakota Sandstone and 
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small to moderate flows can be obtained in some places in the thesis area. 
Beyers , Wenzel , Laird , and Dennts (1946, p . 70) report that about 1900 the 
artesian head in the Fargo-Moorhead area was near the surf8ce and some wells 
flowed . "At present , (1946) , the water levels are between 30 and 40 feet 
belCM the surface ••••• Over the whole of the central part of the Red River 
Valley near Fargo the re has been a general decline in artesian head of 10 to 
4o feet . ", The three main reasons for the steady decline of the artesian 
pressure. and , thus , the reasons that flowing wells ar.e not generally obtafned 
now , 1963, are as follows : 1) Natural discharge of water from the aquffer, 
2) Discharge of a large number of wells at a greater:,rate than replenish-
ment to the aqutfer . Abbott and Voedisch (1938, p. 37) reported ~bout 
4, 500 wells drtlled Into the Dakota Sandstone In North Dakota alone In 
1938, and 3) Also because of extensive preg1acla1 and (or) glacial erosion 
of the Cretaceous formations , much of the protectfve shale cover over the 
Dakota Sandstone probably has been . removed , thus permitting large scale 
leakage or flow and Joss of pressure to overlyrng beds . This ls strongly 
suggested by the similarity fn chemfca1 qualfty of the water In the Oakota 
Sandstone and that fn the glacial drift aquifers. 
Because of the great distance , the water tn the Dakota Sandstone has 
travelled from Its recharge area and the time necessary for the migration, · 
considerable amounts of dissolved mtnera1 matter are present in the water 
and it is "salty... The chemistry of the water will be discussed in the 
water quality section . 
Cretaceous shales.-- Cretaceous shales , assigned by prevfous Investigators 
to the Benton Shale of Late Cretaceous age , overl(e the Oakota SandstoMe 
ln the western and northern portions of the thesis area . Whether or not 
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these shales are the Benton cannot ba definitely established , but fossils 
id ntlfled from the shale Indicate It prob bly Is the Benton shale or an 
extension of It . The term Cretaceous shales wt11 be retained in the thesis 
because of 1 ck of more conclusive evldenc • 
The shales consist largely of tlght plastic clay ranging in color from 
. . 
lfght gray In the upper part to dark gr~y or. nearly black Jn the la-1er part . 
Pyrite ts c0111T10n Jn 'the form of crystals and as pyrJtJzed fossfls . 
The Cretaceous shales are not defln·f tely knCMn to be water-bearing , 
but If they were, undoubtably the water In them \'«>uld be highly mineralized 
and have a h I gh Iron content·. The Cretaceous sha 1 es do not cons t I tute a 
sfgnfffcant aquifer In the thesis area . 
Glacial Dr ift 
Older drlft . --Older drift consisting of lake clay , burled outwash 
deposits , and till and associated sand and gravel deposits rest unconform-
ably upon the "granite" except In the western part of the thesis area 
where they may overlie Cretaceous sediments . 
The age of the drift Is not definitely known . It may be correlative 
with the "old gray11 drfft of Minnesota which Allison (1932 , p . 8) believed 
to be of Kansan age . teverett (1932 , pp. 20-22) has Indicated an Ice 
sheet of the Kansan glacial stage passed over much of North Dakota and 
Minnesota . Evidence ts Inconclusive and tt Is quite possible that this 
dr ift Is of Wlsconsinan age but preceded the Mankato substage . It Is 
assumed that the accumulation of this drift took place In much the same 
manner as the ove~lytng younger drift and that the Red River Valley was 
the site of at least one and perhaps several lakes older than Lake 
Agassiz . In the Fairmount area the average thickness of the older drift 
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is 116 feet which Is more than li times the average thickness of the 
Mankato drift In that area . Its presence was not definitely established 
in the Hankinson area , hCMever , ~nd It may be absent . 
The Jake deposits consist of clay and silt which occur at or near 
the top of the older drlft . A thfn black carbonaceous bed ls comnonly 
found near the top of the lake de~oslts and may occur wt thln it . Some 
of the carbonaceous material resembles peat and may represent interglactal 
swamp deposits . The lake deposits are somewhat variable tn color , 
especially near the base where they may be brown, black , or white . They 
consist mainly of dark~gray calcareous clay and sflt which Is moderately 
indurated and contains only minor amounts of coarse materfa1 . fhese 
deposrts are very neatly li:npermeable and no wells are known to obtain 
water from them. 
Buried outwash deposits consisting of sand and gravel also occur In 
the ICMer pert of the older drift . The thickness of these deposits Is 
varfable and their areal extent is dfffJcult to determine but many may be 
qufte extensive . Ffne clayey sand constftutes the upper part of these 
deposits and fine to medium gravel fs present In the lower part . 
The burred outwash deposits are water-bearing and constitute an 
Important aqulfer from which many wells obtain their supply . The water 
occurs under artesian condftlons arid tHe pressure brings It to within a 
ff:M feet from land surface fn some wells and above the land surface In 
certain low areas . The ar tes ian conditions are due to confinement of 
the deposits between two relatively Impervious tills and recharge of 
the deposits from areas of higher elevations , presumably to the east 
and west as the rise In elevation of the aquifers Is In these general 
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directions. Artesian head may also be Imparted from the Dakota Standstone 
in the western part of the area where the drift rests directly on ft . 
Of the deposits In the older drift the tllJ fs the most easlly ldentl• 
fled because ft contains coa rse pebbles of limestone and crystalline rocks 
embedded in a matrix of hard blue-gray to gray clay . Still there remains 
a problem of dfsttngulshlng this tf 11 from the overlying younger tfll which 
Is very similar . Genera11y t he older till Is more tightly consolfdated end 
usually darker due to detritus derived from the Cretaceous shales . It also 
seems to contain less coarse mater ial than the younger till and can be 
drilled more easily . Cross-sections of U. s. Geological Survey test holes 
Indicate the lake depos i ts and drift have been considerably eroded and 
some parts completely removed before the younger till and associated sands 
and gravels were d~oslted . 
Ordinarily the till Is not wate~-bearlng , but In places· of glaclo-
fluvtat deposition within the till , sands and gravels , may constitute 
weak aquifers . Because of their local areal extent , these sand and gravel 
deposits are Impor tant only as a source of water-supply for smaller demands 
of domes t ic and fann uses . However , some of the aquifers may be hydrologf-
cally connected to the Dakota Sandstone and recefve recharge from It . Such 
aquifers may produce larger supplies of water possibly less mineralized 
than the Dakota water . 
Mankato dr lft . --Mankato drift forms the surflcial dePosfts over the 
enti re area. The upper part of thedriftconslsts either of lacustrlne 
clays and silts or sands and sf Its of the Sheyenne delta , alt of which were 
depo~ted In glacial Lake Agassiz . Mankato till and associated send and 
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gravel deposits underlie the Lake Agasstz deposits and crop out to the 
west where they have been designated Drift Prairie by Simpson (1929) , 
(fig . 1) . Mankato till dlsconformably over1 les the tlll of the older drift 
except perhaps In the southern and eastern part of the area where the older 
drift may be absent . Recessional moraines and beaches are fncludee In the 
surffclal deposits but thefr Importance as a source of water supply Is 
extr.eme1y local .and they are not considered as major aquifers (fig . 2) • 
. 
Till and associated sand and gravel deposlts . --ln the eastern part of 
the area Mankato tf11 and associated sand and gravel deposJts rest 
unconformab1y on the "granite" whereas tn the western portion It rests on 
the older lake clay and drift deposits. tt Is not know fot certain 
whether the till and associated g1actof1uvlal deposfts were formed dur-
Ing a single advance and retreat of the ice or even several advances and 
retreats; hence , tn the absence of conclusive evidence , they will be 
treated here as a single llthologlc unit . 
The manner ln whtch the ti II and associated sand and gravel de~oslts 
were lafd down is controversial , but It seems logical that en fee mass 
moving up a northward st ppr ng broad va 11 ey wou t d even tu a 11 y b I ock the 
natural drainage outlets to the north and cause the formation of a lake . 
The tf11 or unsorted material could have accL111ulated under the Ice at the 
bottan of the lake . Deposits of sanij and gravel would be laid down largely 
dur ing per iods of tee retreat . Durfng melting or retreat of the tee front , 
melt-water streams tn and on the ice probably Issued at the edge of the 
Ice both above and below the lake surface . Such streams would deposit 
well-sor ted coarse materials near the Ice front and carry the finer clays 
farther lnto the lake. As the melting continued the streams would leave 
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a trail of coarse material for varyJng distances , depending on the length 
and persistence of the streams. Deposlts , as such, would vary considerably 
tn extent , thickness , and degree of sorting anij would be lnterbedded with 
' 
tlll and lake clay; all gradations occurring between st r ictly unsorted tlll 
and well-sorted sand and gravel . This has been noted by examination of logs 
from many of the test holes drilled In connection with ground--water studies 
In the area . 
The thickness of the till is variable, averaging about 120 feet In the 
Hankinson and Wyndmere areas , 160 to 190 feet In the Kindred area , and 100 to 
150 feet In the Ground W9ter Study 11 area (Dennis , Akfn and Worts , 1949) . 
A study of test hole samples by Dennis , Akin , Worts , 1949, fndlcates 
the tlll comprises about 73 per cent of the formation and glaclofluvlal 
deposits about 27 per cent . However , these percentages do not apply 
throughout the thesis area . 
The till Is cc,mposed of boulders , cobbles , pebbles , and sand Inter-
mixed heterogeneously In a matrix of hard blue-gray clay. The larger 
partlcles consist prlnclpally of shale, with minor amounts of limestone and 
crystalline rocks . The shale was derived from bedrock locally or from 
adjacent areas but the ltm.stone and crystalline rocks , for the most pa~t , 
were transpor ted by the Ice from regions 1n Canada. Lignite particles are 
also camion In the tfll . 
The till generally yields little water and the more clayey portlons of 
it aressentlally non-water-bearfng. However, as the percentage of partly 
sorted mat erials contafned wtthtn ft fncreases, the water transmlttlng 
ability also Increases . Thus , there Is probably no extensfve sectlon of 
till which will not transmit some water. on the other hand , the glaclofluvfal 
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deposits contafned.wlthln .the . tfll ere composed predominately of layers of 
gravel and sand fntennlxed wfth varylng ·amounts of silt and clay; the con-
stituents of these layers are essentially the same as those of the tfll but 
they are much better sorted and contain a ·much higher percentage of coarse 
grains . Wells tapping these deposits obtain small to copfous amounts of 
water , depending upon t~e degree of sortlng,thelr thfckness , and their · · 
areal extent . 
The general extent and thfckness 'of many of these glactofluvtal dePQslts 
have been fairly well deffned by test drtlllng, especially In the northern 
portion of the thesis area , and are now being utflJzed as the princlpal 
aqulfers ·for municipal supplies . Some have yet to be discovered . The 
deposits found In the southern part of the area ar.e apparently 'not as 
extensive In the nor.thern por tion . Paulson (1953 , p . 19) in dfscussfng 
the till and associated ijeposlts of sand and gravel In the Fairmount area states , 
11that most of the wells fn the area1ap a~ulfers below the Mankato drlft Is 
fair evidence that the Mankato drfft does not contain aquifers of any 
great Importance . The aquifers tapped probably are discontinuous and of 
relatively small extent . 11 Dennis , Akin , and Worts (1949 , p. 326) In dls-
cussfng the area around Fargo state , "The glactofluvfaJ deposlts are without 
question the best water-yielding deposfts fn the area . The gravel and sand 
portfons yfeld water most readlly , and lesser amounts are obtained from 
sandy and clayey portions . All Industrial and municipal supply wells 
tap these deposits , and obtain yields up to 1,100 gallons per mlnute . 0 
Lake 'Agasslz deposits . --The history of Lake Agassiz has been studfed 
and described by Upham (1896) , Tyrell (1896) , Johnston (19T6), Leverett 
(l932) , and Nfkfforoff (1947) . These authors are not in conplete agreement 
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concerning the history .of the 1aRe, but their works, along with logs of 
test holes drllled In connection with the ground-water studJes , have been 
drawn upoh and are briefly sunwarlzed to sh<M the hfstory of Lake Agassiz 
as Jt relates to ttie sediments deposited in the thesis area . 
During the last glaclatton the northward retreat of the front of the 
D~kota lcelobe (Mankato substage) permitted the formation of a lake which 
at Its maximum extent exceeded the combined areas of the present Great LaKes 
(Flint , 19~7. p . 264) . The Jee ~pears to have melted first near the edges 
of this Jake forming small Isolated bodies around the margins of the valley . 
One of tt,~se small lakes occupfed the extreme southwestern part of the 
Sheyenne delta (fig . 2) and formed the MIinor beaches 20 to 25 feet above 
the Herman beaches . According to Upham (1896, p. 212) the formation of 
the Sheyenne delta began ai thfs stage. 
Lake Agassiz reached Its maximum extent at the stage m•rked by the 
Herman beaches . Ourtng this stage the major outlet channel was developed 
at the southern end of Lake Agassiz . From this outlet channel located 
approximately 30 miles southeast of Hankinson , water entered the Hlsslsslppf 
drainage system vfa the glacial river Warren (now the Minnesota R{ver) . 
The level of the lake droppe~ by successive stages as the outlet channel was 
deepened unt(l ft stood at tho level of the Campbell beach, loa;ited about 
11 miles east of Hankinson . The southern margin of the lake moved north 
as the tee retreated northward , until the lake was coq,letely or almost 
completely drained . A subsequent advance of the Ice bloekio the northward 
drainage and the lake agatn rose to the level of the southern outlet and 
then slowly receded. 
Below the tafll)be11 shoreline two distinct units have been Identified 
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corresponding to the two stages of Jake flooding (Dennis , Akin , arid Worts , 
1949, p. 18) . The t'ower and thicker unit Is thinly laminated blue-gray 
clay; the upper and thinner ·unft ls a more coarsely laminated buff to yellow 
silty clay . The Campbell shoreline cuts the eastern (lakeward) margin of 
the Sheyenne delta (ffg . 2) and waters of the last Jake flooding never ' 
covered the delta~ 
• Sediments , derived from reworked till , were deposfted In the lake · 
directly by water from the meltfng fee· front· and al~o by ·streams of glacial 
meltwater outside the lake. · The finer materials, such as clay amfsflt , · . 
were deposited tn qufet , comparatively deep water , while the coarser materials 
were concentrated along the shores by wave action to form shore or near-shore 
features ·such as beaches , spits, and bars. 
Total thlcRness of the lake Agassiz deposits range from 100 to 200 feet 
In the Ground-Water Study 11 area, fran 70 to 136 feet In the Wyndmere area , 
from 3 to 18 feet ln·: the Fairmount area , and from 3 to 94 feet In the Hunter 
area ( f I g·. 3) • 
The c1ay unit 'of the Lake Agassiz deposits is predominately a dark-gray 
to blue-gray clay' of lacustrine orJgtn . tee rafted boulders , cobbles, ., 
pebliles , and sand are occastonally encountered tn the clay . It lies beneath 
the silty unit of the Lake Agassiz deposfts and rests upon the ttll and 
associated glaclofluvlal deposits of the Mankato substage . 
In ' thickness it ranges from 85 feet near F.argo to 50 feet fn tho Kindred 
area . ·Considerable time must have been necessary for the eccumul.tton of 85 
feet of this clay near Fargo; therefore, this stage of glacial Lake Agassiz 
must have persisted for many years. 
The clay unit does not serve as an aquffer . It does , however, 
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form an extensive blanket restfng upon and confining the water In the till 
and Its associated sand and gravel deposits . This confining effect produces 
artesian conditions . 
The silty unft of the Lake Agassiz deposits , with the exception of the 
Sheyenne delta , Is the surface sediment throughout the area and rests dis-
conformably upon the clay unit . As Implied , it Is composed primarily of silt , 
buff to yellow to gray In color , but locally It Is composed of sand or clay . 
Like the clay unit , It Is variable fn thfckriess and usually thinner than the 
clay unit . The fairly uniform lithology of the upper beds , their flat sur-
face expression , and their uniformly laminated bedding Indicate this lacus• 
trlne deposit was laid down under shallow-water conditions In a transgressing 
lake (Dennis , Akin , and Worts , 1949, p. 18) . 
A shallow ground-water body under water table conditions is present In 
the sflty unit. Its base rests upon the clay unit and Its upper surface 
may lie very near land surface . In most areas, the deposit is too fine• 
grained to yield appreciable quantities of water to wells . Recharge to 
the silty unit takes place by Infilt ration of precipitation and by seepage 
from Imperfectly developed drainage courses which cross divides between 
main streams . 
Numerous wells have been dug or bored into the unit but small yields 
and poor quality of water generally result In their abandonment . Where 
associated or In contact with beaches , water from the silt unit recharges 
the beaches and adequate supplies of potable water are usually obtained . 
No municipalities or industries utilize the shallow water . Consequently , 
except for the problem of drainage from the soils where the water t able 
Js too high , the silty unit Is of little economic imp<>rtance . 
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The Sheyenne delta , the largest delta deposited In Lake Agassiz , has 
a length of 50 mfles , a maximum wl~th of 30 mlles and an average thickness 
of 40 feet (Upham, 1896, p. 315) . The surface geology of thfs delta was 
described by both Leverett and Upham . They dfsagreed , however , on the mode 
of deposition. Upham (1896, p. 316) be1feved the delta materfafs were 
derived from sand and carrlecl by the Sheyenne ·Rtver during the upper Herman 
stage of Lake Agassiz, whereas Leverett (1932 , pp . 126-127) believed the 
materials were deposited as outwash from the melting loe front . Evidence 
gaJned from test holes drilled In connectfon with the ground-water studies 
supports Upham 1s theory ot· the deltalc origin . 
The chatacter of the delta materials Is kriown from 37 test holes In the 
Wyndmere area , 17 test holes In the Hankinson area, and several test holes 
in the Kindred area . The sediments consist largely of fine sand and silt 
In varying proportions . The sand near the surface Is generally yell~, and 
grades to a whftfsh-gray or gray with depth . The whitfsh color Is associated 
with coarser , cleaner sand which has a higher percentage of quartz and con-
tains flakes of shale and coal. The color changes tograywith Increasing 
ffneness and slltlness. The fine sand and silt of the delta are , In general , 
coarser, lighter-colored , and less C<.>nJ>acted than the ~ellow lake silt ; 
however, there Is considerable lntergradatlon and lnterlensing of the two 
types of sediments In the area adjacent to the delta , perhaps chiefly 
because the delta sand was washed down and Irregularly distributed over 
the lake floor during the Interval between the two lake floodlngs and 
during the Campbell stage of the last flooding. 
Sandy , silty, and clayey portions are distributed rather lrregularlly , 
both horizontally and vertically , throughout the delta. The majority of 
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test holes encountered alternating layers of sand and silt; in the areas 
mapped for the ground-water ' studies, sund units eontafned subunfts of s11t 
and sift units contained subunits of sand. In genera_l, the P.roportlon of 
silt, in the zones of sand· and the number of ctay and 'silt zones Increase · 
toward the south and east . . These facts Indicate that the Sheyenne Rfver 
entered Lake Agassiz from the northwest and that ·offshore currents prevailed 
for a considerable dfstance to the southwest of the mouth of the river 
(Powell, 1956, p. 18). It Is probable also that the delta sand was re-
worked aany times as the mouth of the river migrated along the face of thfs 
delta , sflt befng deposited when the current velocftfes were small and sand 
when velocttfes were greater. This could also explain the lnterflngerlng 
of the sand and silt untts . 
Tile deposits of the Sheyenne delta constitute the surface material 
In the designated area sho~m rn figure 2 . They under1 fe the sf lty unit 
of Lake Agassiz In the Kfndred area and perhaps around the entire periphery 
of the delta where deltafc materials spread out onto the clay unit of Lake 
Agassiz between the two periods of flooijfng. Where they were not deposlte~ 
directly on the clay unit , the delta aeposlts rest dtsconformably on glacial 
till. The average thfckness of delta materials In the Hankinson area fs 
89 feet with a range In thickness from 42 to 166 feet . In the Wyndmere •rea 
the deposits range from 70 to 136 feet and average 104 feet. In the Kindred 
area the fotal thickness appears to be 150 to 200 feet . 
Practically no boulders , pebbles, gravel or other coarse materials were 
encountered ln the test holes , arid pebbles and boulders are extremely rare 
on the surface of the delta . Muc~ of the surface material has been reworked 
by the wind, and sand dunes cover rather large tracts of land . The sand in 
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these areas Is generally coarser than elsewhere. Most dunes are low and 
are nCM more or Jess stabili zed by grass or other vegetatfon . 
The sand deposits of the Sheyenne delta constitute the most Important 
aquifer In the area occupied by the delta . The sand Is distributed over most 
of the area and Js accessible to recharge from precfpftatlon. tt constltues 
a large reservoir of water In transl nt storage. The majority of domestic 
and stock wells that draw water from the delta sand are of small diameter 
and equipped with sand points. Ground water Js abundant In the delta ar~ 
and the water is generally potable, of good quality; It is suitable for 
both Jrrigatfon and domestic purposes. 
Permeability tests made on test hole sa111>les Jn the Wyndmere area 
indicate It should be possible to develop supplies of 30 ,000 to 70 ,000 
gallons per day In the major part of that area and larger supplies could 
possibly be obtained in several more isolated areas. Dennis , Akin , and 
Jones (1949 , p . 21) Indicate an average of more than 1 billion gallons of 
water In transient storage for each square mile of the delta area; however , 
probably only a small portion of this could be economically recovered in 
wells. 
An aquifer test made at a railroad well In the Hunkinson area showed 
the coefflclent of transmlsslbtllty to be 18,000 gallons per day per foot. 
on the basis of the Information obtained , Powell (1956) states '~roperly 
spaced wells probably could produce 200,000 gallons of water per day each 
without seriously lowerfng the water levels . " 
In general , the greatest anount of recharge occurs during the spring 
and water levels ordfnarlly attain their highest stages during the late 
spring and early summer . The water table may be very near the land surface 
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over much of the area • During the surrner and early fall most of the 
precipitation is lost to the atmosphere through evapo-transpiration . Tnus . 
recharge rs reduced. 
Recent Alluvium 
The Red River flows in a very young , narrow valley carved in lacustrine 
silt arid has therefore no clearly distinguishable alluvium (Simpson , 1929 , 
p . 30) . This is the case also with the tributaries to the Red River . Where 
alluvium can be distinguished , the ground water In the material is usually 
muddy , silty , or sandy , is small in quantity , and generally turbid or roily, 
or bad in taste owing to a large amount of decomposed organic matter present. 
In the valley of the Sheyenne lver , which carried waters from the 
melting Ice sheet . considerable ant)unts of sand and gravel were deposited; 
however, by the time the taelt:waters ent ered Lake Agassiz, as evidenced by 
the material in the Sheyenne delta , only coarse aand and finer particles 
remained as the transported load . As the lake level receded the Sheyenne 
River entrenched its valley into the delta materials , reworking them, and 
depositing the coarser sand as alluvium . 
Wells obtaining a supply from this al l uvium are sioilar to those 
obtaining their supply from the Sheyenne delta sand in that they are shallow 
and mostly dug or driven ; however, a larger amount of open space available for 
water storage and transmission pennits water to be recovered more easily 
from alluvium than from the delta sediments . The water ta~le is generally 
close to the surface near the river and springs Issuing from the delta 
sediments are collll10n duri ng the spring and suU1ner seasons . 
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~UALI TY OF WATER 
We11-Numb ring System 
TI,e well•numbertng system used in this thesis is based upon the publfc 
land classlffcatfon of the U. S. Bureau of Land Management and is Illustrated 
tn figure 5. The first numeral denotes the township north of the base line. 
the second numeral denotes the range west of the fifth principle meridian, 
and the third numeral denotes the section in which the well Is located. 
The letters a, b, c, and d designate respectively the northeast, northwest, 
southwest, and southeast quarter sections. quarter-quarter sections, and 
quarter-quarter-quarter sections (lO•acre tracts) . Thus well 137-50-ISdaa 
js in the NEk. NC! . SEi of sec . 15 . T. 137 N. , R. 50 W. Consecutive terminal 
numerals are added if more than one well is recordeJ within a 10-acre tract 
or lf more than one water sample was or talnad from a sln9lc well . 
Discussion of Properties and Constituents whfch Determi ne t • Quality of Water 
Although the nature and significance of the constituents of ground water 
are generally well known and have been discussed in numerous published reports, 
ft seems advisable to Include brief conments as an ~Id to the Interpretation 
of this thesis . 
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I Figure 5-- System of numbering wells and test holes. 
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Analyses 
Analyses are given In parts per mllllon - that Is, In parts by weight 
of the con!tituents In 1,000,000 parts by wefght of water. Analyses are 
sometrmes reported In grains per U.S. Gallon; 1 gr.aln per gallon being 
equivalent to 17 . 12 parts per million . 
The analyses used tn this thesis show the quantities of the elements 
or radrcals determined but does not attempt to Indicate the possible combfne-
tfons of the radicals as salts. If dissolved solids consist almost wholly 
of two radrcals, as sodium and chloride or sodium and sulphate, the water 
rs for all practical purposes a solution of sodium chloride or of sodium 
sulphate and ft is therefore permissible to use the name of the salt tn 
describing the character of the water. 
Mineral Substances Present 
Silica (S102) .-- The element silicon Is not found free In nature but 
ft occurs as silica fn quartz and as silicates In feldspar , kaolinite , and 
other minerals . Its state fn solution In natural water ts not definitely 
known , but ft is assumed to be colloidal, and ft does not enter Into the 
Ionic balance between the acids and bases of a water analysis. 
Iron (Fe) and Manganese (Mn) .-- Iron Is dissolved from many rocks and 
also from well casings , water pipes , and other fJxtures . Hore than 0 . 1 ppm 
of Iron In solution or suspension in colloidal state may settle out as a 
red precipitate when oxidized by exposu re to atr (Simpson , 1929, p. 273). 
Water that contains as much as I ppm of Iron may be considered good , 1 to 
3 ppm fair and more than 3 ppm Is bad. Much Iron In water will stain 
porcelain enameled ware, and clothing and other fabrics washed In ft and , 
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in addition , may affect the appearance of substances cooked in ft. 
Manganese resembles Iron In its general behavior , producing black 
stains when present In appreciable amounts . 
Calcium (Ca) and Magnesium (Hg).-- Calcill!I and magnesium are the most 
universally characteristic constituents of natura1 water and almost entirely 
respons f b 1 e for the hardness of the water . Both are di sso I ved f rorn many 
rocks but more particul arly from limestone , dolomite and gypsum; all three 
being readily soluble In wat er containing carbon dioxide . Calcium ts 
frequently the principal basic eonstltuent in waters that contain relatively 
small quantities of dissolved solids. 
Sodium (Na) and potassium {K).-- Salts of sodlllll and potassium are the 
most soluble of the ordinary mineral constituents and make up the greater 
part of the dissolved material In highly minerali zed waters . Natural waters 
that contain only 3 or 4 parts of the two together are likely to contain 
about equal quantities of each. As the total quantity of these constituents 
Increases the proportion of sodium becomes much greater . Waters carrying from 
40 to 50 ppm of the two may carry 1/4 to 1/10 of the quantity as potassfum; 
waters containing more sodium may even have a smaller proportion of 
potassium. 
Sodium and potassium do not contribute to hardness , but wtien assoc iated 
with sulphate , chloride , and bicarbonate , it yields the saline water often 
erroneous 1 y ca 11 ed "a 1 ka 1 t II water . 
Bfcarbonate (Hco3) ana Carbonate (C03)-- . Carbonate as such Is present 
In relatively few natural waters . Free carbon dioxide In rain water Increased 
by a larger amount from decaying organic matter In percolating water , In 
contact with carbonate rocks or calcareous material Is converted Into 
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bicarbonate. Bicarbonate is the chief anion in a great many natural 
,~aters and in most of the water used for public suppl les. 
Carbonate and b lcarbonate are often reported as a 1 ka 1 in I ty which 
Is expressed as calcium carbonate . One part of alkalinity as calcium 
carbonate corresponds to 1. 22 parts of bicarbonate. 
Sulphate (S04).--ln a large proportJon of ground waters, sulphate 
ts the most abundant acid constituent. It is often present In excessive 
amounts and exerts a laxative effect upon persons unaccustomed to drinktng 
the water. 
Depo$its of gypsum and sodium sulphate are co111>aratively easily 
leached. and waters from these deposits usually carry large quantities 
of sulphates. Sodium sulphate is less objectionable in water than 
chloride or carbonate, (Smith, Lant , and Smith, 1931) but may be so 
excessive as to cnake ft unfit for irrigation. 
Chloride (Cl) . --Chloride fs formed In practically all natural 
waters and Is extremely variable tn amount. In moderate quantities 
chloride has little effect on the va lue of the water . If the quantity 
is much over 400 ppm, the water may have a salty taste. Larger quantities 
of chloride may affect the industria l use of the water . 
Fluoride (F).-·Determinatfon of fluoride in drinking water has 
become very important follo"ing the discovery (Smith, Lant7, and Saith, 
1931) that it Is the defi~f~e causative agent to the di sfi guring dental 
malady known as enamel dystrophy, or more comat0nly as mottled en~~el 
of teeth. Extremely small concentrations of fluoride are sufficient 
to produce harmful effects, however , fluoride in concentrations of .8 
to 1.5 ppm In water drunk by children Is generally believed to be 
beneficia l in the reduction of ~tooth decay. Other than mottled enamel, 
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Abbott (1937, p. 10) states other p•thologlcal effects caused by ex-
cessrve fluorides such as alter•tlon of bone structure, enlargement of 
the thyroid gland, reduction of calcium content of the blood with serious 
di s turbance of the body metaboli sm, high blood pressure , and the devel• 
opment of marked nervous disorders . 
Ni trate (No3) .--Nltrate Is cons idered the final oxldatlon product 
of organic nltrogen.-id Its presence In water supplies as more t han 
several ppm may tndicate previous contamination by sewaga or other organic 
matter. Studies fndlcate that nitrate in excess of about 44 ppm In 
drinking w3te r may be a contributing factor or the cause of a condition 
fn Infants known a$ mathemogloblnernia ("blue babies") (Lohr and love, 
1954) . 
or ssolved solids 
The total quantity of di ssolved solids is determined by evapora-
ting a given quantity of water and weighing the res fdue after It hes 
been heated for an hour at 1800C . This quantity may serve as a bas t s 
for a rough clas~lflcat ion of waters, although it Is evfdent t hat the 
compos ition of the di s so lved material Is of equal s ignificance with Its 
quantity In determining the suitability of a water for different u1es. 
It i s generally cona l~ered that waters that have less than 1,000 
ppm of dl s1olved sollds ere sufteb le for ordinary uses , a l though some 
such waters contain mate r ia1 that makes them unfit for special purposes . 
Nearly all waters that contain mor e than 1,000 ppm of tota l so l ids 
have a tas te that Is due to the di ssolved mineral matter. 
Hardness as caco3 
The hardness caused by the alkaline - earth equivalent of the a l-
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kalinity in a water fs called carbonate hardness and the remainder , 
if any, noncarbonate hardness. These terms approxiMate the terms 
11temporary hardness", l'lhieh are based on the fact that upon boil Ing 
hard water the bicarbonate ls decomposed and most of the calciwn 
corresponding to the bicarbonate is precipitated as calcium carbonate. 
the const.anption of soap by water of a given hardness is normally the 
same whether the haTdness is caused by carbonate or noncarbonate 
hardness. 
Hardness of Oto 15 ppm is negligible and is really an extremely 
soft water , from l5 to 30 ppm is very soft water , from 30 ppm to 45 ppm 
is soft , f ran 45 ppm to 90 ppm is moderately soft , from 90 ppm to JIO 
ppm is moderately hard, fran JJO to 130 ppm fs hard, frao 130 ppm to 
170 ppm is ver y hard, fran 170 ppm to 230 ppm is excessively hard. 
Waters from 250 ppm to 500 ppm are too hard for many purPQses and 
nearly always have to be softened by treatment on account of increased 
soap consUll_lPtion ana increased cost of plumpin repairs. (Bennison, 
1947 , p. 436.) 
Percent Sodium 
1'he ratio of sodlum to the principle cations (calcium, magnesillD. 
sodium, and potassium) , expressed as a percentage, is referred to 
as "percent sodium"; aJ 1 concentrations in the coq,utatJon are 
expressed in equivalents per million . The following table shows factors 
for converting parts per ml Ilion to equivalents per milflon. 
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Table 2.••F ctor for conver.ting~rt pr 111fon to equiv lents pr 
ml 11 fon ( fnov • L ngford. c,nd Broo rt. 1958). 
C tlon f ctor Ant n F ctor __ ..,._.,.....__... ... 
--
Cate.tum .0499 [k rbon t .016~ 
Magneslum .082 C rbonate . 333 
odlu .0435 ulpha .0208 
Pot ssfum .0256 Chtorld .0282. 
Fl orfde .OS26 
.0161 
For th past '0 or 25 y •n v 1u of nt sodium h I c .only 
b n rcportod In eh 
nc of sodJ .amt ltt 
ct rfstfcs of such s~lf 
ti 
ater 1uppll s fn t 
n lys s for I rrl Th ort• 
the und sir ble cher• 
r b fore that 
larg ly obtafned froo, 1ts. 
A tar portion of the op1 fn th nre. he>\ r r using atar 
th&t fs ch rce 11y nsu It l:>Te for hu n consu pt. lo • Thia f ct h t 
b n known f'or ny y an nd 1ever•I fnv ti tlons, Jncludlng ti 
rth Dakot Ground· tudi t in th , h v b n und rtok n to 
loc t more f vor bl ources of supply. ntlr countywlde ground• 
w.t r studfes are now In progress In ca,s nd lchl nd Countr ,. 
Three 1"'1)ortent qu tlons concernln 
ter In thf1 area y sked. tf tho p kn the •1ter ts 
t UIH th poof" ch fcelly un1uftabl , y do they use ft? 
u•lfty of thew ter? H can ft be r. nswer to th first 
question 11 rel tlve1y sl In most Inst n s the peopl• have no 
the choice In the M41tter, th ground water y e of poor uellty fr 
land 1urfeee to the "granite". Runoff surface ter •Y be de1 Ir• 
eble but only a few of the town1 could bQr the lnereasecl ta,c burden 
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entailed by expensive dam ronstructlon. The answe· to what causec; the 
poor quality Is not quite so simple and re~uires a knowledge of the 
chemistry of ground water .,md rts relatlonshfp to th~ geology of the area . 
When this knowledge has been gained, an answer to the third ~uestion may 
be postulated. 
General Features 
Ground water In this area Is primarily of meteoric origin. Meteoric 
water. water precipitated as rain or snow, contains only sma l 1 amounts 
of dissolved mineral matter As soon as It reaches the earth , how ver, 
Jt begins to react with the minerals of the soil ancl rocks with which 
it comes in contact. The amount nnd char~cter of the mineral m~tter 
dissolved by meteoric waters depend upon the chemical composition and 
physical structure of the rocks with which they heve been in contact, 
the temperature, the pressure, the dura t fon of contact . ar.d the material 
already in solution (Meln..,er, 1942, p. 61.e). The solvent action of 
the W3ter Is assisted by carbon dioxide in solution , derived frcrn the 
atmosphere and organic process In the soil through which the water p..,asses . 
Quality of shallow ground w~ter in general varles inversely with 
the quantity; where abundant , ft Is corrmonly potable; where sparse. 
It 1s commonly highly mlncrali~ed . Extent of minerali~atlon In general 
varies directly wfth the de th; deeper bedr;ock .,.,ai:ers being ·1sually 
more highly mineral l ze<l thar shal loN mantle rock waters. Deep artesian 
water Is usue11y highly minerali;:ed . Shallo\, ~,ater is , hO\ever, more 
likely to be polluted from s~rface sourc!S. 
The purity of water as regards the sanitary conditions must be 
determined by fnspectfon of the source and It s surroundtngs and by 
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becterio1ogJcal examfnatior. of the water. he coniition of a water 
as regards pollution may ch~nge so quickl'> that the results of an 
examlncltion at one time do not necessaril)- bear any relation to the 
qu lfty of the water at another time . The mln~ral constituents. on 
the other hand, are fairly constant ln water f rom a gfven s ource un less 
the source Is a river that carries different quantities of di sso l ved 
materia1 at different st~ges. 
Table 3 li s t s chemical an~lysls of many of the wells and sev0ral 
U.S. Geological Survey tes t holes in the area. In order that the 
reader may more easily understand the slgnlflc4tncc of these anulyscs . 
thay will be evaluated In r elation to standards of the U.S . Public He~Jth 
Servi ce for ddnking water. Thu st£indards, ado-oted In 19 14 to protect 
the health of the traveling public, were ravis d several times In sub-
sequent years. The lat.est revfslon by the U.S. Public Health Service 
(1962). approved by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, 
c1re, ln part, as follows : 
TABLE 4 . - -Drlnkfng water standards of the U. S. Publ ic Heal th Service 
I ron (Fe) ••••••.•••••.••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • · 3 ppm• 
Manganese (Mn) .•...•.•..•.•..•••..•••.. • • • • • • • • • • • 05 ppm· 
Sulfate (S04) ..... ..............•......... • ...... 250 ppm . 
Chl or ide (Cl ) •••.•..•.•••••••••...••••••••••••••• 
F 1 OU r I de ( F) ••••••••••••••••••••• • •••• • • • • • • • • • • • 
Nitrate (N03) •••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 
DI ssol ved sol Ids ••.••• • ••••••••••••.••.• •.•·.··· 
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Tabl e 3.-.. ChemfcaJ Ana lyses of Wel : s and Test Holes. 
* Aquife r 
d .0 . - Buried Out ash 
D. S. - Dakota Sandstone 
Explanation 
G. - Till and Associated Sand and Gravel Deposits, Undifferentiated . 
** 
Source of Data 
a - N. Oak . Ground a ter St udy No . 22 
b - U. S. Geological Survey ~ater Supply Paper 598 
c • N. Oak. Ground ater Stuoy No . 25 
d - N. Oak. Geological Survey Bulletin 11 
e - U.S. Geological urvey Wate r Supply Paper Jq28 
f - H. ~ak . Geological Su rvey Bulletin 9 
g - N. Oak. Ground Water Study No . 13 
h - N. ~ak. Ground Wate r Study No . 14 
- N. 0dk . Ground Water Study No. 11 
j - M. Oak. Ground ater Study No . l8 
footnot~s 
lJ - Ha and K 
y - Trace 
i/ - Moderate 
'JI - Heavy 
Sf - Iron and '1anganese 
Y - 2 Samples from Same .. T~st Hole 
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Location 
I 29-47-Scbb 
129-47 •Sdd 
I 30-47 •20cl 
130-lt7 •20d 
130-47-2 
130-47•21d 
130-.. 7-2 
130-48•1ddc 
130·48-3baa 
130 •2'-cbb 
130-48-36cct, 
130-49-3 
130-49 cb 
130-4-9•9 
130..'.49·1Sbce 
130•49•20..ba 
130""'4~21cd, 
1:,0-so-2 
l30•S0•2 C. 
130•50•2 
130-so-2cc t 
130-so-2cca2 
130•50-)cba 
130•S0-4acd 
130-so-s • 130-50- da 
130-so-
I 30-.50-1 t ...c 
130-so-11 dc1 130-so-11 ddcz 
130•50•13.cd 
130-SO•l]bbb 
130-so-13 b 
130-50-13 db 
130•50•13bdd 
130-so-13cda 
l30•S0•l3dd.e 
1J0•50•1,4add 
130•S0-llfddd1 
130-50-t"'1dd2 
130-50•1 de 
130•50•19baa 
I 30•50•2. ldda 
130-50•22ddd 
I 30•50•2~c; 
Depth 
of 
W.11 * Date of Silica 
(feet) Aquifer collectlon (1102) 
96 a.o. 8-20-52 .. 
96 8.0. 8-20•52 
-263 Sand 6-21-21 11 
16-2.i. SI lt 6-21-21 30 
231 D.S. 8-23•51 • 
113 8.0. 8-23-51 
-74 a.o. 8-20•52 
-270 o.s. s-22-s2 
-243 Sand 10-18•53 .. 
76 G. s-23-s2 
-
280 o.s. s-22-s2 
-
lOS Sond 
- 7•S3 
-22 Sand 10-1&,.53 
-
,s, Sand 9•17·S3 
-)6 Sa.nd g-17-53 
-ss s d 9•24•S3 
-125 Gravel 9-24•53 
-20 Sand 9•2S•S; 
60 Sand I0•13•S4 
-15 $and 3•l4•S3 
-42 Sand 9•2.4•5) 
-42 Sand 9·25-52 • 
48 Sand 9-2~53 
-
25 
-
9•25-53 
-20 J2•l4•S3 • 
100 
-
11-23-53 
-3S Sand IO~·S3 
-ltS Sand 10-6-53 
-4S Sand 10-2s-s, 
-84 Sand 10•26•53 
-23 Sand t 1•19-53 
-24 • 11•19•53 
-20 Sand 11-18-53 • 
2S Send 11•18•S3 .. 
100 Sand 11-21*-53 
IS Sand 11-19-Slt 
3S Sand 11-19-53 
161 Gravel 6•l2-SS .. 
43 Sand 11-3-Sl 
-143 Sand 11-4-53 .. 
- -
10-
-53 
-105 Gravel 10-7-53 ... 
40 Grevel 9•18-53 .. 
86 
- 9-17-53 .. 60 s nc:I 11-26-53 ... 
{Analytlcal results In parts 
Total Keg• Potes• 
Iron Calclua ne1IU111 Sod I um s I 1.111 
(Fe) (Ca) (Kg) (Na) (K) 
I .9 53 28 170 j/ •• 570 
1.7 21 38 330 l/ 
-
1,010 
.75 20 9.2 576 J/ 
-
378 
.27 303 1l7 16 J/ .... 376 
.3 IS 10 sso JI •• ltOO 
.5 54 28 130 J/ 
--
600 
1 • 1 43 35 T J/ 
--
280 
.8 26 It 410 j/ 
--
i.so 
-
26 27 1,040 14 518 
8.2 300 170 270 J/ 
-
200 
1.6 37 16 t, 170 l/ 
-
250 
.9 I 39 1 S .s Jlfa 
1.5 I 7 l;6 so 27 sos 
4.0 97 67 192 I I 567 
• 170 73 75 3.2 380 
1.0 91 37 ISS 9.2 sss 
'.o 69 32 205 9.0 607 
.2 77 26 1+2 ll 328 
.8 77 .s 6.s 
-
322 
- 5 20 6.0 1.0 254 
.4 ?4 28 19 6.0 280 
-
80 26 35 6.8 2lf6 
1.6 99 44 9.0 4.0 4SI 
-
51 20 2.s 1.0 228 
• 87 20 4.0 1.0 247 
160 59 9.s '4.0 753 
11 9!) 57 88 lt.O 434 
l.2 210 90 23 7.0 422 
-
126 62 40 9.8 498 
.2 !42 47 42 It i.68 
.7 280 182 120 24 623 
1.2 17 145 120 20 624 
.2 91 70 22 376 
-
366 206 144 90 496 
-
154 174 120 25 663 
- 77 so 50 11 400 
.s 116 27 240 ,.s lt29 
10 140 122 78 Ut S61 
.3 IOS 140 85 5.a 541 
4.4 131 230 100 35 728 
1.2 202 96 60 14 98S 
3.0 188 106 105 IS 97'6 
-
165 ~o 14 4 61+7 
.2 JS I 57 42 1.2 901 
• 147 210 120 13 465 
·39a-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I per m II llon except as Ind lcated) 
I Hardness Di ssolved so1Jds as Caco3 Per- ** car- Fluo• Residue on cent Source 
I bonate Sulfate Chloride dde NJ tr:ate evaporation C lclum, Noncar• sod- of (co3) (S04) (Cl) {F) (N03) at 180° C Sum fl1 gneslum bonate ium Data 
0 66 56 .3 ll .. 670 250 S9 a 
I 
0 T 2/ 90 . 2 17 ),000 210 76 • 0 374 472 10 1,678 88 
-
b 
0 273 236 400 1,659 ,. t ~24o 
-
b 
0 360 390 l ., •J 43 l ,570 80 94 .. 
I 0 T 27 • 1 9 550 250 - 52 ~ 14 T 16 • 1 9 - 260 250 - ... • 0 300 230 .5 4 1,200 110 88 • 
I· 1,240 895 . 2 7.3 3 ,630 177 .. 92 C 0 1,790 30 T 4 2,660 1,440 28 a 22 920 1,080 1.0 '.) 3,380 160 .. 94 • 645 8 .0 . 2 4.4 1,180 429 49 C I 113 so . 2 l t 841• 654 13 C 27 616 55 • 1 4.2 l .350 
-
516 ~3 C 
405 28 .s toe 1,050 726 18 C 
I 454 63 .3 3 .ll 1 ,0:90 379 46 C - hl7 96 .3 1.s J , 130 ... )05 58 C 258 11 18 640 300 22 C 
I .. 4.0 .3 263 - 256 5 C 
I 
41 .3 ) . 0 260 225 5 C 
16 100 . .:. 11 393 301 12 C 
32 987 I 1 1:9 1,320 308 
-
19 C 
I 30 40 .... 2 . 0 451 430 4 C 26 21 • 1 l.2 235 
-
212 
- 3 C 
I 
37 35 .2 15 321 300 3 C 
I 5 282 42 4.0 1,020 - 632 3 C 37 225 .. l.9 736 484 27 C 480 59 .2 2.5 1,080 894 5 C. 
I - 2J.S • J 11 742 568 - 13 C 258 It .n 759 546 14 C h.1 l ,073 96 .2 3.5 2,090 
-
1,450 
-
15 C. 
794 25 . 2 1.7 1,590 
-
1,030 20 C 
I 48 337 1 I . 2 l.3 812 500 - 23 C l ,040 28 . 2 L. .4 2,490 
-
1,760 14 C 
38 819 16 3.,. 1,680 l, 100 19 C 
I 22 664 110 .2 8 .8 l, 190 397 61 C 26 87 11 . 2 i.3 7 :3 402 56 C 
499 
-
.3 1,140 
-
852 
-
17 C 
I - 556 11 . 2 l9 l, 1 O 
.. 836 18 C 
871 14 37 1,780 - 1,280 14 C 
.. 534 25 2.4 1,440 - 902 9 C 
. 751 21 l.7 1,670 ... 904 • 20 C 
I 40 rn; 1l 1.9 777 577 5 C 286 8 
-
1.7 996 610 13 C 
20 l,090 11 
-
2.4 1 , BLiO 
-
1,230 17 C 
I -39b-
I 
Locatfon 
l 30•50•24bbb 
130•S0-26bed 
130-so-26c:" 
l30•S0·27b 
l30•S0-J6abb 
130·S2•l3 
130-52-13 
130-52-13 
131-48-3,ladaa 
131-48-36ccb 
13 I •S0•3 lbbc 
131-50-:,1,ct 
131•50•3Sdc:a 
131-S4-30 
132-47-7 
132-49•7 
132-49-7 
132-47 
132-51-6 
132-51-6 
132-51-6 
132-Sl~bcc 
132-s 1 •7ac<:1 
132•51 •]ACC2 
132-S 1 •7bcc 
132•S1-S.cd 
l32•S1 •20ad 
l 32-52•12abd 
1)2•52-30 
132•52•3ifcdd 
132•54-j 
132•S4-J 
133-'+8•28 
133-48-29 
133-48-29 
)33-1.tS-29 
134-48-4 
134...r.8-4c 
136-48-23d 
136-s1-19cc 
136-Sl-2 
136-S4-17 
136-54-17d 
137-49-248 
137 •S0•28ebc 
Depth 
of 
Welt * Oate of Sl11ca 
(f .. t) Aquifer eollectlon (S102) 
27 
-
9-18-53 
-66 Gravel 9•23•53 
-lJ8 
-
9•23•53 
-160 
-
-23-53 
-130 9-23?3 
-360 D.S. 
-
so 
12 
-
6•27•2 I 37 
960 o.s. 6-27•21 9.2 
250 D.S. 10 ·53 
-280 D.S. 5•22•S2 
-28 
-
9•25•53 
-
110 Send I 1•19-53 
-20 
-
9•25• 3 
-630 D.S. 
-
27 
265 • s.(?) 14 
140 G 
-
30 
240 G .. 23 
283 o.s. 6-27-21 17 
S45 D.S. 
-
5 
49 Sand 
-
22 
5lt0 D.S. 
-
IS 
31 
-
3-29 9 
-500 
-
4-6•49 
200 
-
4-6-'4,9 
-208 
-
2•26-49 
-
500 • 2-31-19 
-IS7 
-
3•25~9 
-soo 
-
2-24-49 
-
20 .. 3-30-49 
-
20 1-8-49 
-28 
' 
-
38 
665 o.s. 
-
1 
140 Ci 
-
23 
125 Ci .. 24 
137 G • 26 
140 G .. 29 
370 G • ll 
318 G 6•2S•21 33 
115 S.nd 6•25•21 31 
~ .. 2 .. 22-47 
-30 
-
2•22-47 
-624 D.S. • 17 
785 D.S. 6-29-21 10 
80 G. 6-25-11 31 
20 
-
11-
-J3 
-
Total 
Iron Calcl 
(Fe) (Ca) 
1.5 87 
1.0 SI 
-
,ss 
• • 2 127 
50 2 
.9 U6 
1.2 189 
.30 ~ l7 
.6 3 
'.6 37 
-
62 
51 
.3 61 
.8 116 
0 15 
4.0 135 
.a 73 
.'68 6.8 
• I 
' .5 102 
1.5 27 ... 
• 1 200 
.9 10 
.2 ., .. 
• 4 19 
4.4 14 
.s 10 
.2 14 
•• 5 6.0 
2.8 100 
4.0 153 
.1 32 
1. l 156 
1.4 lOI 
I. I 89 
2.4 102 
0 2S 
1.0 61 
1. I 122 
.2 
-6 
-1.3 13 
.30 26 
I. 1 60 
• 1 
"JI 
~a-
I 
(Analytical results in perts 
Nag-
neslum 
(11g) 
44 
'5 .. 
47 
52 
123 
61 
86 
6.5 
33 
l6 
32 
23 
24 
61 
20 
46 
.65 
It. I 
8.3 
"28 
9.3 
85 
1.7 
13 
8.8 
S.9 
36 
3.9 
91 
~ 
71 
l5 
42 
31 
29 
33 
7.2 
25 
4o 
-
-56 
6.1 
21 
-
I 
Potas• fear• 1 Sodium s I bonate (Na) (K) (HC03) 
16 ) .8 821 
23 6.S 932 I 24 7.2 918 16 5.2 675 
70 14 , .110 I 2Ut - 535 601/ 
-
hlO 
1.046 Jj 
-
498 
l .350 13 344 I I, 170 Ji 
-
250 
3.2 2.s 266 
8 4.2 280 I 6 2 336 691 .. 361 
345 
-
544 I 589 - 300 802 
-
327 
394 l/ 
-
739 
915 
-
302 I 0 
-
3'+5 
891.6 
-
3SS 
240 J/ 
-
639 I 862 j/ .. 302 287 J/ 
-
398 
285 j/ • 393 
1,040 Jj • 36lf I 201 J.I 
-
458 
890 l/ 
-
308 
128 !/ .. 308 I 59 .!/ 
-
538 
102 
-
392 
898 
-
310 I 415 - 274 563 
-
314 
603 
-
327 
487 
-
351 I 280 
-
3St 
194 lJ 
-
320 
128 l/ 
-
320 I - -
- -661 
-
22S I 890 JI - 278 96!/ 
-
300 
- -
350 
I 
I 
i I per r., llll on excep t as ind icated) 
i i 
Car-
l bonate (co3) 
131 
I 293 279 53 251 
707 
I 519 0 453 
0 1.235 
I 28 1, 280 22 920 8 49 
I 16 21 10 1. 173 
234 
I .,. l ,05B 1 , 11 6 
0 147 
I 1 , :7z 75 
.. l , 140 . 8 
I 0 770 18 1, 240 55 152 
40 154 
I 31 1,240 0 164 
43 1,210 
I 29 356 0 116 435 
I 
1, 214 
.. 848 
914 
959 
I 832 250 
0 248 
I () 366 0 78 
1,263 
I 0 1, 184 0 132 
H 
I 
I I 
Chl or ide 
(Cl) 
1 I 
11 
11 
22 
72 
482 
1,500 
1 , 080 
11 
368 
104 
32° 
354 
102 
412 
8 .0 
390 .5 
35 
418 
116 
160 
495 
42 
496 
1.0 
12 
96 
405 
7(,5 
275 
282 
228 
106 
112 
60 
0 
0 
355 
390 
46 
32 
Fluo-
ride 
(F) 
. 2 
g 
2.4 
1.0 
. 2 
. 2 
,3 
6.5 
4. 0 
1 • " 4.u 
6 . 5 
" V
6 .5 
0 
4 
. 6 
3.6 
1.3 
1.4 
3.2 
2. 0 
Nitrate 
(~03) 
.8 
2. 0 
l.9 
.9 
2.8 
0 
33 
7.7 
9 
::2 
I. I 
. 9 
3.5 
31 
6 . 7 
4.0 
5. 3 
: .2 
.4 
• Li 
4. 3 
4.3 
• 1 
• 1 
4. 3 
4.4 
0 
0 
0 
l. 3 
4.4 
.35 
7 . 1 
. 18 
.44 
5. 3 
6.8 
4.0 
II 
2. 0 
2.8 
Hardness 
Di ssolved solids as Caco3 Per• ** Res idue on cent Sou..-ce 
ev.sporation Swn Ca le ium. Noncar- sod - of 
a t 180° C .nagnes i u.n !Jonate ium Data 
688 398 8 C 
1 , 000 600 8 C 
977 581 8 C 
837 534 6 C 
1,7 2v 1,010 12 C 
1,246 543 .. d 
1, 207 825 489 14 e 
3, 140 69 0 97 e 
4 ,420 230 92 C 
3, 380 160 0 94 e 
351 285 2 C 
262 223 7 C 
?.70 253 5 C 
2,696 553 ,57 74 e 
J9l 121 d 
2, 365 537 291 71 e 
2,572 132 8 90 e 
1,056 34 b 
2 , 46 78 d 
463 450 d 
2 ,684 180 f 
l , 97 o 850 9 
2,860 31 9 
1,510 l 12 9 
1,099 84 9 
3, 110 59 g 
915 172 9 
3, 000 62 9 
918 390 9 664 445 g 
I , 169 686 365 25 e 
2,61 3 151 d 
'.! , 037 580 355 62 e 
2, 117 390 133 76 e 
2, 178 371 103 79 e 
1,938 421 133 73 e 
851 101 d 
830 255 b 
94') 469 b 
302 135 h 
649 249 h 
2 ,669 572 d 
2,663 90 b 
534 236 b 
475 470 h 
-4Cb -
... (Analytlcai results In I par t s 
Depth I 
of 
* 
Total ffag- Potas- Sicar-
Well Date of Si 1 i ca iron Ca I ci um nes lum Sodium s ium <~~;;> I Location (feet) Aquifer collection ·(sio2) (Fe) (Ca) (Mg) (Na) (K} 
137 •50-29aca 78 11- 17- 47 1.9 174 101 48l 1/ 615 
137 · 50-29cai:: 70 11 - 17-47 . 2.7 68 47 720 l/ 307 I 137-50-29dca 95 . - 11 - 17- ~7 . 2 249 55 39_ l/ 163 t37 -50- 29<lad 45 3-25 -49 3.2 57 54 159 l/ 
-
515 
l 37- 50-29dbd 235 11-17-47 1.5 '207 55 , 370 l/ 
- •59 137-50-29dcia 40 1•29-47 . 1 . 82 34 .147 ll 
-
310 I 137-50•30cda 180 11 - 17-47 - .6 56 21 646 1! 38o 137-50- 30dad 105 l 1 
-33 H 328 
l37-51 - 11aad 260 10-10-47 3.5 I l37-51 - 16a 242 6-25-48 4.5 -l 37 -5 l -25ddd 180 ~-17-48 
l 39-48..lfdcc 281 Sand 9- 19- 46 22 1.0 ~ ~5 22 142 l'/ 331 
139-48-Sddd 300 S"nd 9-19-46 26 .7 i/ 61 24 147 l/ 326 I 139-48-6b 23 Sdy- Cly 6- 25 -21 27 .27 186 PIS 46 1/ 644 
139-48- J1aa 1 151~ G 1903 139-48- 11 aa2 154 7-25-46 .35 I - - I 139-49• lcbd 220 26 .43 45 15 206 l/ 324 
139-49•2aa 28 17 670 
139-49-3ad 18 Sand - 774 I 139-49-Gab 240 26 .39 57 21 325 !/ - 412 139-49-22ba 207 G 3 .6 448 
139-53• 10bba 608 D. S. 5- 27 -56 3.0 831 Jj 
140-49-20aaa 129 G 314 I 140-50- 31 20 Sand ·. ll 251 214 282. i / 1, 079 
140-50- 31 182 Sand 30 l.8 98 53 1!+2 1/ 727 
140-52- 35 298 Fine d 6-19-Ju 13 .4 12 1.3 964 l/ ... 351 I 140-52- 35 300 Sand 6-25-36 26 .6 49 11 367 J_/ 386 
l40-52- 35a 430 Sdstone 12 . 48 12 7.3 :,3b l! 344 
140•52· 35c 70 G 30 1.6 126 30 148 l/ 464 I 141 -49-6 200 G 28 l.4 52 20 468 427 141-l J -6c 149 G 6- 24- 21 35 1.4 51 15 363 !/ 390 
141 -52- 23 300 D.S . 35 .8 82 50 625 327 
142-50-2 185 G 14 91 8.5 749 317 I 142-50-2a 135 G 6-24- 21 32 .53 83 24 710 Jj 212 
142-52 -21* 170 G 12 .5 44 I 1 249 405 
142-52-24 170 G 19 .6 35 2.0 334 419 I 143-50-3 207 G 25 z.o 158 63 1 866 322 
143-51 - 18daa 400 Sand 10- 22-53 .5 20 20 J , 180 16 295 
143-52- l)bcc 124 Sand 10-22-53 .6 95 43 162 7 .. 8 266 I 143-52-2Jaac 40 Sand 12-9-54 - 61 29 92 7 306 143-52- 23acc 150 Sand 10-22-53 .6 60 31 122 6 223 
143-52-24aaa 200 Sand 1- 13-54 .s 40 17 940 25 , 311 
, 143-S2-24aaa k/ 410 Sand 1- 13-54 .6 34 17 940 25 319 I 143-52-24abb 2SO Sd • Gr 1-26-54 133 58 700 20 269 
143- 52-21.ada 300 Sand 1- 13:,54 73 25 780 35 285 
143-52•24bac 120 Sand 12-9-54 .2 74 82 100 7 229 I 143-52•24bcd 364 Sand 10-22-53 .4 80 28 1, 080 29 217 143-52-24bbd 32 Sand 10-22-53 .4 274 206 58 9 .2 403 
143-52-24cbd 120 Gravel 12-9-59 . 3 165 110 52 9.5 230 1, 
-4Ta-
I 
pe r. million except as indicated) 
I Hardness Di sso lved solids as Caco3 Per- ** Car- I Fluo• Res idue on cent Source I bonate Sulfate Chloride ride Nitrate evaporation Sum Cal c ium, Honcar• sod- of (co
3
) (so4) (Cl ) (F) (No3) at 180° C magnes ium bonate lum Data 
72 683 399 3 ,260 852 h 
I 9) 1, 340 97 2 ,960 362 h 86 I , 180 157 2,650 850 h 0 271~ 4.4 4.4 1,070 368 h 46 481~ 493 1 .780 745 h 
I 19 363 0 886 82 h 0 529 562 
-
2, 040 150 h 
0 H~ 170 1,300 488 h 
I 1, 140 344 h 1 ,!,.,30 . 360 h 
428 h 
-
140 84 629 227 I 184 81 663 252 244 110 l , 3L}O 1 , 060 
47 562 i . 
I 210 42 . 2 160 161 132 .6 3 746 178 
733 7 . 3 s.4 I , 155 
I 3, 730 405 .5 2,475 90 355 .6 5.2 1, 090 2L8 676 366 .8 :, • 2 135 
980 488 2 .st. .. 2 60 I 146 148 .6 2.3 156 1,098 53 31 2,570 1,512 
2.9 11' J I J. 8 670 497 
I 1, 086 li87 5 3.5 2 ,770 335 288 250 I . 1e 1 , I Lio 171 i 
I , 09l L.92 9.5 2 ,770 60 i 
I 301 40 1.5 915 438 21 J 464 .8 7-~ 1, 481 189 0 81 e 
.) 193 328 7 . J 1. 194 262 2 86 e 
920 393 2. 7 11 2 , 36l• L:,;7 d I 435 830 . 8 6.4 2,415 262 2 66 e 0 410 s..,o 15 2 , 298 306 132 84 e 
197 11 C 1.0 4.o 861 157 d 
I 236 164 .6 3. 1 1, 002 97 d 897 946 .8 1l 3, 196 660 396 74 e 
l . 330 761 2.5 39 3,520 133 94 J 
I 168 18Z. 2 790 415 45 j 8 115 53 .6 7 520 272. 42 J 123 112 25 590 274 48 J 
ll l , 060 775 2.2 1.7 3 , 030 171 91 j I 19 1, 070 636 3.2 2 . l 2 , 900 157 92 j lO 5d3 t>34 . ] 13 2 , 280 570 72 J ' 
l , 350 733 2 1.8 3 , 140 284 84 j 
I 17 1. 13 39 .5 
,. 860 52.2 .. 29 j 
" 14 1, 340 736 1.3 €,; ; .5~0 317 87 j 
:306 23 . 53 I ,630 582 8 j 
I 430 3L, . 2 910 865 11 j 
-4l b-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, I 
I 
I 
I 
The analyses show ch iron content of most waters In the area to be 
above the reco111nended llmlt of .3 ppm and averaging about 2 ppm. This Is 
still considered fair water as far as the Iron content fs concerned . Well 
130-50-36abb shows an Iron content of 50 ppm., however . This result Is 
probably either due to a miscalculation or extremely corroded well casing . 
The next closest ffgure Is 17 ppm . In well 139-49-2aa . 
Sulfate content Is exceeded In all but 43 of the analyses . The range 
of sulfate content is from O ppm. In well 136-S1-19cc which Is 54 feet In 
depth to 3,730 ppm. rn well 139-49-3ad whlch ' fs 18 feet deep . The latter 
well Is very near Fargo and is undoubtedly contaminated by lndustrfal or 
organic wastes . The analyses showing the sulfate content of about 1,000 ppm. 
or more general ly indicates Dakota Sandstone. However, there are exceptions 
such as well 130-52-13 which Is reported to have been dri lled Into the Dakota 
Sandstone at a depth of 360 feet and has a chloride content of 22 ppm. 
Analyses having similar contents of sulfate and chloride can generally 
be associated with sand and gravel deposits within the till • • lhe range 
of chloride content Is from O ppm . tn well 136-S1-29baa which is 30 feet 
deep to 1,500 ppm . tn well 131-48-34daa which is 250 feet deep and reported 
to be tn the Dakota Sandstone. 
The recomme.nded l imit of 1.5 ppm . for fluoride was exceeded In 15 of 
the analyses . The highest concentration was 6 .5 ppm. In wells 131-54-30 
and 132-51-6 . Abbott ( 1937 , pp . 8, 9) In his map of North Dakota show-
Ing fluoride content of water Indicates that In southw s t ern Rlchl ana County 
and southeastern Sargent County there is an area of high concentration In 
which the fluoride concentration exceeds 9 ppm . Outward from this area , 
•42-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
the concentraticn gradually diminishes. The high concentrations of fluor ide 
~ In the thesis area are all associated with the Dakota Sandstone but not a ll 
of the Oakota Sandstone w.ter analyses show an excess of fluoride content . 
Therefore. there must be Isolated areas of high f luori de concentrations within 
the Oakota Sandstone i t sel f . This the author fee ls Is d irectly due to the 
underly ing granitic rocks. Just what the relationship Is still remains 
a question. · 
Nit nte content of a H but 6 analyses were under the reconaended Ii mi t 
of 45 ppm. The excessi ve cc•ntent s were 400, 119, 108, 63 , 58 , and 52 ppm . 
All were associated with well s of shallow depth except well 143- 52•2.t+bcd 
which is 364 feet deep, probab ly in the Dakota Sandstone, and has a nit rate 
content of 63 ppm. The nitrate content in the shallow we lls can be attri buted 
to pollution by organic s urface materials . Since other 1naly5es of Dakota 
Sandstone water do not show an excessive content of nitrate, it is strongly 
susptcted that well l43-S2-24bcd i s alsc> being contaminated from the surface, 
probably through a corroded we tl cas Ing . 
'Ole r ec01T111ended limit of 500 ppm. of dissolved solids was exceeded 
In al l but 13 ana l yses. However, the U.S. Public Health Service will accept 
1000 ppm. of d issol veJ solids where lesser amounts cannot be readily obtained ; 
so severa l more analyses f ran the area fall within the range of acceptab le 
water for public supp ly. Excessive dissolved solids can canmonly be associated 
with the sodiu• sulfate and sodi1.1111 chloride waters of the Dakota Sandstone but 
they a re extreaely variable and generally sha., no preference to the depth of 
the we ll or aquifer. The range of dissolved solids content ranges from 235 
ppm. In well 130-50•4.cd which Is 25 feet deep to 4 ,420 ppm. in well 131-48-
31.tdaa "'1 leh 1 s 250 feet deep . 
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The hardness of water ranges from 31 ppm. In wet1 132·51•7acc1 which Is 
500 feet deep •nd probably in the Dakota Sandstone to 2,475 ppm. in well 
139°"'49·3•d which is 18 feet deep and probably in the lake slJt. This is the 
general case throughout the thesis area. Shallow aquifers yletd hard water, 
the hardness decreasing with the depth of the aquifer. 
In general, the waters In the area ar of the sodium sulfate, sodium 
bicarbonate and calcium sul f ate types. Waters with these predominating radicals 
have undergone alteration in chemical character. The different forms of al• 
teration are concentration, oase exch~nge. absorbtlon of both basic and acid 
radicals, and loss or gain in concentration by oxldatlon, reduction or 
precipitation of certain constituents In either the water or the rocks with 
which they came in contact (Simpson, 1929, p . 27 2). Ordinary ground water ls 
of the calcium car bonate type so this would suggest t he waters in the area, 
although they are of meteoric origin, have been replaced by connate waters 
contained by the strdt a after sedimentation. The various types of water will 
be discussed more in deta i l under the heading of the different aqui fers. 
Quality of water from the major aqui fers in the area 
Considerable difficulty was encountered in accurately establishing the 
chemical analyses of Table 3 as to their correct geologic source. "Oli s 
difficulty arises from the fact that the majority of the analyses are frocn 
privately owned wells, the owners of which were not versed in the geology 
of the area and could not, therefore, establish the true source. For instance, 
because water yielded from a well Is saline, the wel I may be reported to be 
drilled into the Dakota Sandstone. However, this water could actually be 
yielded front reworked Dakota Sandstone, from aquifers In the glacial drift that 
are hydrological ly cQnnected to the Dakota Sandstone, or from highly con-
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centrated areas within the glacia l drift that are in no way connected to the 
Dakota Sandstone. 
By carefully' comparing the analyses of unknown or questionable sour.ce 
to those analyses ~lch can more or less be definitely established as to their 
true geologic sources, a general idea ·of physical and chemical character-
istics of waters f~an these sources may be obtained. The following paragraphs 
present an interpretation of the chemical analyses as they relate to the waters 
of the major aquifers within the thesis area, their significance, and their 
.. cneral usage. 
Dakota Sandstone.-- nal~·ses frar. table 3 show water from the Dakota 
Sandstone to be of the sodium sulfate or sodium chloride type. Oue to high 
concentrations of sodi um , sulfate, and chlori de in the water. it is genera lly 
considered sal ine wuter. Robinove , Langford, and Brookhart, (1 958, p. 2), 
however, in classi fylng sali ne waters of North 0dkota, based their classi• 
fication not on the 1, redominating radicals or the concentration of the elements, 
but upon the dissolved-solids content of the waters. 
TABLE 5 .--Classl flcation of saline water (after Robinove , Langford, and 
Brookhart. 1958) 
Class 
SI ightly saline 
t~erately saltne 
Very saline 
8rtny 
Dissolved solids (ppm. ) 
1.000 to 3,000 
3.000 to 10.000 · 
10,000 to 25,000 
Hore than 35,000 
Chemical analyses from table 3 in relation to table 5 show water f rom 
the Dakota Sandstone ranges from slightly saline to moderately saline. 
;round water may become saline by six main processes: (1) being trapped 
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with sediments at the time of depos ition in sea water or saline lakes (connate 
water) , (2) hydro logic interconnection of aquifers conta ini ng f resh water wi t h 
thos e containing sa l ine water, (3) movement of saltne water from a saline-water 
section of an aquifer to a fresh-water section of the same aquife r as~ res ul t 
of heavy withd rawal of f resh water, (4) solution of mine ral cons tituents in 
the rocks , (5) seepage of water f rom saline su rface-water bodies into aqu ifers, 
and (6) concent ration as a resu l t of t ransplratlon by plant s and evaporation 
(Rob inove, Langford, and Brookha r t , 1958, p. 4). The sa li nity of Dakot a Sand• 
s tone water Is due almost encirely to processes (1) and (4). 
Dakota Sands tone water i s the most highly mineralized water within the 
area, with the exception, howe,er, of certain shallow we l ls in the lake 
s ilt and poss ibie highly concentrated areas within the glacial drift. Because 
of the high mineralization and the exc€ssive concentrations of fluoride , iron , 
and dissolved solids, the water is uns atisfactory fo r domes tic use , although 
it is s till being us d in some are!s where water of better quality is not 
available . 
Calcium and magnesium content of Dakota Sandstone water is much lower 
than from other sources and it is therefore , the softest water fo und in the 
area . Because of the softness, the water is idely utilized In la~ndering 
processes . 
Dakota Sands tone water has found application by indus try in washing 
potatoes and sugar beets. Because of the hisher density of the water created 
by salts In s olut ion, rotten potatoes tend to float on the surface and can 
be easily screened off . Other industrial processes In which the water i s not 
quality dependent may also uti1ize Dakota Sandstone water . 
Water from the Dakota Sands tone is unsuitable for i rr igation because 
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of hi.,.n sodlur:1 and dlssoJved solids concentrations; furth rmore, In f.e-.r 
places in th~ thesis area wo,ald the supply b dequate In qua11tfty for lr:riga• 
tfon . 
The ain uses of Dakota Sanastone w ter is for lfvestock ano protection 
from fire . These will probably r in th chief uses until In xpenstve 
dese Ii n i z.t I on processes have been de-.,e lopod wh I ch will perrnl t art i t c I 
puriflcatron of the water . 
Glacial Drift .·-The hydrologic and lithologlc charaeterlstlcs of the drift 
are e:,o:remoly v~riable both laterally and v rtically; thus. the quantity and 
quality of the ground water th t ay be o~t Ind Fran it also vary greatly 
fn inera1 content. an w ters fr~n the s c d pth in differ nt localities 
m&y also contal~ differen o~~cs of miner 1 matt r. 
Analyses from tabl 3 show the composf ion of several differ ,t typ s 
of water, in whf....h caldu, sodium, or occ slonaJly gnesium is the pre omlnant 
c tion and blc rbonate, sulfate, or chloride Is the predomlncnt anion . 
Waters of Lh c lcium b icarbonate l.lr magnestu .. bicarbonate t:1pes can 
generally be exp£ctcd near the top of th drift. Carbon dio;dde in solution 
in meteoric waters will attack limestone pebbles nd the otherwise calca.reous 
tJII . Thro gh the precess cf hydrotysis of nw nesium carbonate ncl c lclum 
carbonate and the r action etween the magnesium, calcium, and bicarbonate 
ions, calcl•..;m bicarbonate nd agnesium bicarbonat are formed. oweverF 
as th waters p rcolate downward the;· continue to dissolve calcium and 
magnesium carbonate untfJ th Ir carbon dloxid content is exhausted. lhus 
at greater depths combinations of calci II or sodium and sulfate or chlortd 
can be expected . Since magnesfum or calcl · m bicaroon e uaters .susges r charge 
by eteoric water. aquifers containing such at rs are being recharg Fran 
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the land surface. Wet1s d veloped in su_h an a uifer wl11 generally yield 
adequate supplies for ordinary domestic or fann use. The water will be hard 
however. 
Calcium or sodium a sulfate or chloride combinations Jn water5 of the 
dri ft can be attributed to ny sources, s of -mlch are: (1) Daknta 
Sandstono sedl .. nts and waters incorpor t$d into the t111 by glacial ction. 
(2) Dakota San<lston. taters ep ,lng Into the till 1n real where the hydrostatic 
pressure is :,ot confined by o,·er1ylng cretac ous shales, (3) Cretaceous 
shales, Paleozoic sedlments and wdters. and ign ous rocks incorporated tnto 
the ti tl by g lacial action. (4) 11gnite and oth r c rbonaceous · teria1 In 
the t ill , nd (5) evapotranspiration proc ss s t the lnnd surface. Aqu ifers 
contal:ilng aters of th sc chcmico l combinations 9 nera fl y yie ld smal l to 
moderate amounts of the hi hly miner~ l i7ed ter. 
Vetls yielding extremely hi ghly miner lied a.tater are probably deve loped 
In an Isolated sand or gr ~ol lense within th til t which is receiving ti tt le 
or no recharge by meteoric waters. llle water Is th refore connate and the 
aquifer y be dewatered b any prolonged pu ping. Burled out-wash deposits 
contain less min ra l lzed wat r of the sod ium bicarbonate type and yields f rom 
th s deposits . depending on their extent. r nge f rom sm 11 to copious. 
In general. water from the drlft ts hard nd suf ficient Iron ts present 
to be objectionable. Sutf t and chloride In ny of the wells exceed the 
limits ~f the U.S . Public Health Service. Total drssolved sol id conccnt r•tlons 
over 1000 ppm cla1tlfy most of the water ass line. The presence o · sodium 
s•1ts IS responsrble for the designation of . ny of these ters as "alkali" 
water. Some waters from the drift are sui t b le f or ordinary uses, although 
those that are hlghly cone ntrated contain so ch dissolved mineral matter 
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that they cannot bo ~sed . 
At present tr softening devic s re p~rh ps the QOfit econo teal 
me,itns of r ,dying th po=>r quality ~tei from tho glacial drift. 
!f'!.~.l'i.!!'t.t~~--~~Lt_!, •-lnterpretlng th quality of dter in the Sheyenne 
delt from analyse& list d rn table 3 is oxtretU!ly difficult. since non 
\)f tha naly$CS sp cffy the delt.t s the aquifer from ,·hich the Sil. es 
-.,ere o!:>cah,ed for- che lcal nalysfs. However, the a l yL s which ar poss! ly 
indlc tive of th- t~r of th Sheyenne dolt y be reduced to thos of sev n 
woSls. 
Only thr~ North Dilkota Ground· ·ater Studies wer perfor:mod within the 
lim(ts o the delta. Thi.:se 1re round Water S udy tlo. :!5 - tne Hankinson 
area, G1 o ind Water St J 1 H:>. 13 - The W'111d. '-=rQ re • c:ind Ground Water Study 
No. llJ - Yha Kindred Ar All an l:scs in th- Hank!nsor. area were o.;,t ined 
f rom glacial drift qui f .rs. No aqui fers are llsted for nalyses from the 
l{JnJ r d or WynJ ere are s. but tl1e d P" of the ,:el 1 or q:.io l i ty of th wat r 
is such th<1t only lls 132-51· ' cc, 132-S2-3(J dd , 132-52-3£1cdd, 136-51 .. 19cc. 
137·50-28cbc, 137-50-29d d. nd 137-50-29d e could possibly bo receiving hei r 
supply rOl':I the <lelto sediment~. 
Analyses from these seven wells indicat th ld8ter to be of th o ium 
sulfate, calclUl'll bicarbonate. or sodium bic rbon te typ~. Dissolv 5olld~ 
in five of the wells are below 1000 ppm; th others ar slightly saline. 
Iron content ts vari:al,lo, r nging from .1 ppm to 3.2 pp,; higher concentra-
tions appearing to be ssociated with the bicarbonate aters as would be 
expected. Nei t her fluoride n.:>rnitrate are present in obje~tionabl'-= amounts. 
Hardness v rl s from 82 ppm to 35 pm. 
Due to wave action durrn depo$ltfon and the permcabl1ity of the 5~di~onts . 
hlsh concentrations of dl$S01ved solids ar absent and the water Is suitable 
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for all ordinary uses. Objectionable constituents are ,iron , sodium , and the 
hardness. High Iron content necessitates r.eplacemenief pJurnblng fixtures 
ocassionally fi~d may influence the color and taste of the water. Hisb percent 
sodium would deem t~e water unsuitable for irrigation, however, most of the 
water In the Sheyenne delta is entirely sat isfactor~ for irrigating. Hardness 
increases soap consumption and the deeper softer wat~rs are coamonl y sougbt 
for laur.derlns. 
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CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this thesis ha$ not been to deduce conclusions or formulate 
recommendations conc~rning the gr-ound-wa·er conditions in the souther" ~ed 
River Valley of North Dakota ; but rather, it has been an ~ttempt to correlate 
previously existing data through l 1 and present it in a manner understand-
able to laymen, students of geology, and professional people l.mfami liar with 
the area ~nd its ground-water resources-. 
Some publl~ation~. especially the North Dakota Ground Water Stucies. have 
been drown upon rather heavily ·and certain conclus ions set forth in these 
and other publications, as well as p~rsonal conclusions of the author, have 
been inc,uded within the text. 
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